Polarization Microscopy
INTRODUCTION
Polarization microscopy, also called polarized light microscopy, allows one to nondestructively follow dynamic, anisotropic organization of living cells and tissues at the microscopic as well as submicroscopic levels.
Since, in polarization microscopy, light
waves are used to probe the specimen, spatial
resolution of the image is limited to ∼0.2 µm,
even using objective and condenser lenses with
numerical apertures approaching 1.4. Nevertheless, the brightness of each resolved area in
the image measures the polarization optical
property, most commonly birefringence, of the
corresponding minute area in the specimen.
The birefringence directly reflects the anisotropic organization of the microscopically unresolvable, fine structure—namely, the submicroscopic, molecular, and atomic lattice arrangements of the specimen within each
diffraction-limited image area.
Thus, e.g., the assembly and disassembly
dynamics of spindle microtubules and the developmental changes in sperm chromatin could
be revealed, and the arrangement of the atomic
lattice in developing biocrystalline spicules, as
well as the packing arrangement of DNA molecules in sperm chromosomes, could be unveiled
with polarization microscopy at levels even
finer than those conventionally seen with electron microscopy.
Examples in this unit were chosen mostly
from those particularly familiar to the author
and which have been used successfully by
many generations of students and co-workers.
Beyond the biological material mentioned below, or those that are commonly used for studying living cell behavior and fine structure of
their organelles, a treasure trove of suggestions
for other living cells appropriate for study can
be found throughout an article by Belar (1928).
The first part of this unit touches on some
general procedures, and outlines the background optical theory and relevant literature
sources for polarization microscopy. The unit
then examines several basic examples for using
the polarizing microscope, emphasizing the
study of living cells or products, starting with
those that can be carried out with relatively
simple equipment and proceeding to examples
that require more advanced instruments. For
instructions on setting up and operating a polarization microscope see Murphy (2001), Old-
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enbourg (1999), and manufacturer’s instructions.
For more comprehensive discussions and an
annotated list of references on polarized light
and birefringence phenomena, see Inoué (1986,
especially Appendix 3). For additional information, see Bennett (1950), Jenkins and White
(1957), Hartshorne and Stuart (1960), and
Hecht (1998).

Types and Transmission Axis of Polars
Polarizers, or polars, range from plasticsheet “Polaroids” to calcite polarizers of many
designs. Although very expensive and fragile,
the calcite polarizers provide the theoretically
maximum transmission (i.e., nearly 50% of the
incoming nonpolarized light) over a wide
wavelength range. Their extinction factor (EF;
see in Example 5 below) also tends to be an
order of magnitude better than the sheet Polaroids. On the other hand, light transmitted
through the calcite polars has to be collimated
into parallel beams in order to avoid astigmatism. They are used in expensive polarization
optical systems requiring the highest EF and
minimum loss of light. Some new sheet polarizers such as “Polacolor” and those available
from Spindler and Hoyer are reported to have
both high transmission for white light and high
EFs.
Sheet Polaroids generally contain a
stretched sheet of polyvinyl alcohol, a longchain polymer whose backbone can be aligned
by heating and stretching the polymer sheet that
has been cast from an aqueous solution. Commonly they are stained with polyiodide
micelles, whose conjugated backbones lie parallel to the aligned polyvinyl alcohol chains. It
is the conjugated backbone of the polyiodide
that gives rise to the dichroism of these Polaroid
sheets (Inoué, 1986). They can be made into
large sheets and can easily be cut into various
shapes with a pair of scissors. This is the material used for Polaroid sunglasses. As polars in
microscopes, their soft and somewhat wavy
surfaces are protected by mounting them with
index-matched cement between antireflectioncoated glass cover plates.
The transmission axis (E-vector direction of
the transmitted polarized light) for Polaroid
sunglasses is oriented vertically in order to
reduce the glare from horizontal surfaces, such
as the road, water, or hood of a car. Light
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reflected from such (nonmetallic) horizontal
surfaces contains a high proportion of polarized
light whose E- (electric-) wave oscillates horizontally and hence is cut out by the Polaroid
sunglasses. Thus, the Polaroid sunglasses become convenient, quick references for establishing the E-vector transmission direction of
other polars.

Birefringence
Light traveling inside a birefringent material
is split into two waves that travel at different
speeds. The slower wave suffers greater refraction than the faster wave since the refractive
index experienced by each wave is inversely
proportional to its velocity of propagation.
The two waves vibrate in planes that lie
perpendicular to each other, as dictated by the
material’s optical axes, and to the direction of
propagation of the light ray. For a ray traveling
in a particular direction through a birefringent
material, the electric (E-) vector direction encountered by the slow wave is called the slow
axis, and that of the fast wave the fast axis.

Optical Axes and Optic Axis
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Broadly speaking, crystals can be classified
into six groups depending on their axes of
symmetry. All crystals, except those in the cubic group (e.g., NaCl, KCl), are birefringent,
that is, they transmit light whose E-vectors,
oscillating in different planes, travel at different
velocities (Hartshorne and Stuart, 1960; Inoué,
1986). However, each crystal type has a unique
single axis, or two axes, along which light is
transmitted at equal speeds regardless of the
direction of the E-vector. In other words, light
propagating along such an axis does not suffer
birefringence. Such an axis is called the optic
axis of the crystal or the birefringent material.
In addition to the optic axis, a crystal generally has three principal optical axes (one of
which may correspond to the optic axis). Between crossed polars, when the optical axes of
a crystal come to lie parallel to the polarizer or
analyzer, the entering polarized light is not split
into two components, thus encountering no
birefringence, and so the crystal appears dark.
This extinction is seen intermittently in a swimming pluteus larva of a sea urchin, when the
long axis of one of the biocrystalline, skeletal
spicules comes to lie along the polarizer or
analyzer transmission direction (see Example
1; Fig. 4.9.1).
In the younger, gastrula-stage sea urchin
embryo, the triradiate precursor of the spicule
may appear not to be birefringent unless viewed

from its side. That is because the optic axis of
these biocrystals, made of calcite, lies perpendicular to the plane of the triradiate spicule.
With the background between crossed polars made gray by turning a compensator from
its extinction orientation, regions of the birefringent specimen whose axes coincide with the
transmission axes of the polars appear with
similar brightness to the background, i.e., neither brighter nor darker than the background.
Four such regions are commonly seen, e.g., on
the fertilization envelope, asters at the spindle
poles, and starch grains (see Examples 3 and 4
and Fig. 4.9.4).

Sign of Birefringence and Coefficient
of Birefringence
Depending on the crystal type, light may
travel faster or slower along the optic axis
compared to other axes. The former type of
crystal is known to be positively birefringent
(e.g., quartz, collagen fiber), and the latter negatively birefringent (e.g., calcite, DNA thread;
Inoué, 1986). In addition to its sign, each crystal
type exhibits a unique amount of birefringence,
the coefficient of birefringence, which is the
retardance-per-unit thickness of crystal (see
discussion of Retardance, below). In fact, the
signs of birefringence and refractive indices for
light traveling along the axes of pure crystals
are so unique that they are used in crystallography for identifying their composition and
lattice type.
Traditionally, in biological polarization microscopy, the expressions positive and negative birefringence are used relative to some
obvious frame of reference (see Examples 3
and 4) rather than to the crystal axis of the
object. For example, the fertilization envelope
is said to be positively birefringent relative to
its tangent, meaning the E-wave oscillating
parallel to the tangent of the fertilization envelope (the obvious outline seen outside the
equator of the egg; Fig. 4.9.4) is retarded (refracted) more than the E-wave oscillating perpendicular to the envelope. Since the fertilization envelope is a hollow sphere, the axis of
symmetry (and, hence, optic axis for any unit
area of the envelope) should be its radius rather
than its tangent. So, according to the crystallographic definition, the envelope has a negative birefringence. On the other hand, if one
were to make a thread of the material that
makes up the envelope, the axis of symmetry
would be along the length of the thread, so that
the traditional nomenclature commonly used
in biology does have its utility.
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Retardance
Light waves traveling through a birefringent
specimen are split into two orthogonally polarized components, one being refracted more, or
traveling slower, than the other (Bennett, 1950;
Inoué, 1986). The phase difference between
these two waves as they emerge from the specimen is known as their retardance, or birefringence retardation. The retardance (∆) is, in fact,
the difference in refractive indices (ne − no)
experienced by the “extraordinary” and “ordinary” waves multiplied by the thickness (d) of
the specimen. Thus ∆ = (ne − no) × d.
The retardance can be expressed in fractions
of wavelengths or in nanometer units; e.g., λ/4,
or 136.5 nm (= 546 nm/4), for a quarter-wave
plate for the mercury green line. A mitotic
spindle may show a retardance of 2.7 nm, or
only 1/200 wavelength for the mercury green
line.

Intrinsic, Form, and “Accidental”
Birefringence
Birefringence of a specimen may arise from
anisotropy (difference in physical property exhibited for different directions in the same material)
of structural organization at various submicroscopic levels that are all too fine to be resolved
with the light microscope. If the ultrastructure of
the specimen is anisotropic at a level usually
detectable with the electron microscope, but not
with the light microscope (e.g., stacks of cell
membranes, such as in the Schwann sheaths of
nerve or the outer segments of the retina, parallel-oriented filament systems such as the F-actin
thin filaments in muscle, microtubules in flagellar
axonemes, and spindle fibers), they exhibit an
optical anisotropy known as form birefringence.
Form birefringence arises from the parallel array
of filaments or membranes whose refractive index
differs from that of the imbibing medium and
therefore, disappears when the refractive indexes
of the two match. For filaments, the sign of form
birefringence is positive, whereas for membranes
it is negative.
When the birefringence arises from anisotropy within the molecules themselves, it is not
altered by the refractive index of the imbibing
medium, and the material is said to possess
intrinsic birefringence. The regularly aligned
polypeptide chain in collagen fibers and in the
myosin filaments of muscle A-bands, the regularly aligned DNA protein in mature sperm
head, and the biocrystalline calcite in the skeletal spicules of sea urchin embryos are some
examples of material that exhibit intrinsic birefringence.

While intrinsic birefringence tends to be
considerably stronger than form birefringence,
the two may contribute more or less equally in
some biological structures, either with the same
or opposite signs of birefringence. For example, the positive intrinsic birefringence of lipid
molecules, or of membrane proteins, may overcome the negative form birefringence introduced by the lipid bilayers when the refractive
index of the imbibing medium approaches that
of the bilayers (Ambronn and Frey, 1926;
Schmidt, 1935, 1937; Frey-Wyssling, 1953).
In addition to the naturally observed intrinsic and form birefringence, one may encounter
birefringence induced by flow or by external
forces such as stretch or compression or by the
application of electrical, magnetic, or other
fields. The induced birefringence, in turn, may
reflect the intrinsic or form birefringence of the
aligned molecules or submicroscopic particles,
or may reflect distortion of the electron orbits
within the substance itself. In this last regard,
strain birefringence can be induced even in
naturally isotropic substances such as glass,
isotropic crystals, or well annealed plastics. In
fact, the strain birefringence in the objective
and condenser lenses can be high enough to
interfere with observation of small specimen
retardances, and special strain-free objectives
(designated with P or Pol) are sometimes supplied to minimize such effects.

Edge Birefringence
The edges of objects, viewed with polarization microscopy using high-NA objective
lenses, may display what appears to be a double
birefringent layer. While in some cases these
may represent the birefringence due to membrane fine structure or its molecular organization, in other cases they can be caused merely
by the presence of a sharp refractive index
gradient at the edges of the object. The object
can be purely isotropic; the only condition
required is that there exist a sharp gradient of
refractive index at the boundary between the
object and its surrounding. Such birefringence
is called “edge birefringence.”
As detailed by Oldenbourg (1991), with
edge birefringence the inner, thin “birefringent
layer” shows a slow axis (axis with greater
refractive index) parallel to the boundary and
an outer thin “birefringent layer” with its slow
axis perpendicular to the boundary when the
refractive index of the object is greater than its
surroundings. When the refractive index of the
object becomes equal to its surroundings, the
edge birefringence disappears. When the re-
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fractive index of the object becomes less than
its surroundings, the directions of the slow axes
are reversed.
As with edge birefringence, form birefringence also disappears when the refractive index
of the rodlets or platelets matches that of the
imbibing medium. But the sign of form birefringence does not change below and above the
matched index. The slow axis direction is unchanged (relative to the specimen axis) above
and below index match point. In contrast, with
edge birefringence the signs of birefringence
(in the two layers on both sides of the optical
boundary) are reversed in media whose refractive index is greater than the index match point
compared to the situation in media below the
match point. In contrast to both edge and form
birefringence, the retardance due to intrinsic
birefringence is unaffected by the refractive
index of the imbibing medium.
It is important to distinguish edge birefringence from form or intrinsic birefringence
since edge birefringence reflects an optical effect that has nothing to do with the molecular
or fine structural anisotropy that we are probing.

COLOR IN POLARIZED LIGHT
Interference Colors
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Many crystals that are normally colorless,
including the biocrystalline spicules of sea urchin plutei, show in vivid color when observed
in white light between crossed polars (Fig.
4.9.2). The color reflects the birefringence retardation (or retardance, i.e., the phase difference) that the two components of the orthogonally polarized light components suffered in
passing through the crystal. For example, if the
retardance were 550 nm, or a full wavelength
for green light, the two orthogonal components
would add back together to form the initial state
(i.e., of plane polarized light as before entering
the crystal) upon exiting the crystal. Thus,
green light is extinguished by the analyzer.
Wavelengths other than 550 nm are elliptically
polarized and are partially transmitted by the
analyzer. Thus, the complementary color of
green, i.e., red, is seen through the analyzer
(Inoué, 1986).
Similarly, for an object giving a retardance
of 490 nm, full wavelength for blue light, blue
is extinguished and its complementary color
yellow is seen through the analyzer. For a retardance of 568 nm, full wavelength for yellow
light, yellow is extinguished and its complementary color blue is seen through the analyzer.

For a retardance of 600 nm, full wavelength for
red light, red is extinguished and its complementary color green is seen through the analyzer. These interference colors thus measure
the retardance of the specimen.
For a cylindrical object like the pluteus
skeletal spicule, light would travel the furthest
distance across its middle and suffer the most
retardation, so that the axis of the spicule would
appear with the highest-order interference
color. Thus, the axis may appear green, surrounded by blue, then red, then yellow, then
gray, etc., as light travels through decreasing
thickness towards the outer margin of the cylindrical biocrystal and is thus retarded, proportionately, less and less.

Dichroism
In addition to optical anisotropy that is manifested as birefringence (difference of refractive
index for light waves whose E-waves are oscillating in different planes), one may also encounter dichroism (difference of absorbance,
or of absorption spectrum, for light waves
whose E-waves are oscillating in different
planes). Whereas a birefringent material simply
changes the phase of polarized light, a dichroic
material transmits light to different degrees,
depending on the wavelengths and the angle
between its axes and the plane of the entering
polarized light.
Polaroid films serve as effective polars by
taking advantage of the aligned polyiodide
chains that show a strong dichroism for most
wavelengths in the visible spectrum. The conjugated electrons that make up the backbone of
the polyiodide chains strongly absorb the (E-)
component of the visible light waves that are
polarized parallel to that direction, whereas
they absorb little of the component that is polarized at right angles to the backbone.
The dichroism of Polaroid sheets that extends over much of the visible wavelength
range is, however, an exception. Most dichroic
materials (or pleochroic materials, i.e., manycolored instead of showing two different colors,
depending on the vibration direction of the
polarization of light) exhibit two different absorption curves depending on the orientation of
their chromophores relative to the plane (of the
E-wave) of polarized light.
DNA in mature sperm is a biological material that shows prominent dichroism in ultraviolet (UV) light. The conjugated bonds in the
purine and pyrimidine bases of B-form DNA,
regularly oriented at right angles to the DNA
backbone as in steps of a spiral staircase, give
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rise to a UV dichroism with a dichroic ratio of
4, spanning the wavelength range of ∼250 to
380 nm. This dichroism is present because the
conjugated bonds in the bases (that resonate in
the UV range) lie at right angles to the B-form
DNA backbone. So the UV polarized at right
angles to the backbone is absorbed four times
more effectively than UV that is polarized parallel to the DNA backbone (Wilkins, 1951;
Inoué and Sato, 1966). This gives rise to the
UV dichroism that has a negative sign (i.e.,
greater absorbance perpendicular to the backbone compared to parallel to the backbone).
The same conjugated bonds give rise to the
much greater polarizability of the electrons,
and, hence, to higher refractive indexes for
visible light waves whose E-fields lie in the
plane of the bases compared to fields along the
backbone of DNA. That gives rise to the strong
negative birefringence of B-form DNA in the
visible wavelength range (Inoué and Sato,
1966; Inoué, 1986). The author took advantage
of this dichroism and birefringence, which are
both abolished upon polarized UV microbeam
irradiation (possibly by dimerization of the
thymidine bases), to analyze the detailed packing arrangement of DNA and to uniquely visualize chromosomes, taking advantage of a needle-shaped head of an insect sperm (Fig. 4.9.7;
Inoué and Sato, 1966).
Chromophores with such high dichroic ratios can be recognized by a change in light
transmittance or absorbance, or of color, as the
orientation of a single polar (a polarizer in the
absence of an analyzer, or an analyzer in the
absence of a polarizer) is changed.
Cell inclusions with regularly oriented natural chromophores—e.g., retinal rods and cones
(Schmidt, 1935), sickled blood cells (Perutz
and Mitchison, 1950; Hárosi, 1981), and chloroplasts (Breton et al., 1973; Hsu and Lee,
1987)—may also show some degree of dichroism. Cell inclusions, or products with regularly oriented fine structure that have been
stained with dyes, may likewise be dichroic.
When the dichroic ratio is low, as in these
latter examples, it may require a sensitive spectrophotometer to detect a change in color, or
wavelength dependence of light transmittance,
as the specimen orientation is changed relative
to the orientation of the polarized light (Hárosi
and MacNichol, 1974). In such cases, the dichroism may still be detected visually if one
uses both a polarizer and an analyzer and orients one of the two a few degrees from the
crossed position. The complementary dichroic
colors can then be seen visually by turning the

polar or compensator in opposite directions
from the extinction orientation.
Using the dichroic fluorescence of tetramethylrhodamine that was used to sparsely
decorate actin filaments, Kinosita and coworkers were able to demonstrate, and measure, the
speed of rotation of individual actin filaments
around their own axis as the filaments are propelled by myosin molecules coated on the surface of a microscope coverslip. Through video
contrast enhancement of the fluorescence microscope images taken in polarized light, they
were able to show the cyclic brightness change
in the dichroic fluorescent dye as the single
actin filament, <10 nm in diameter, glided
along the lawn of myosin heads (Kinosita,
1999).
The sensitivity for measuring the orientation
of a dichroic fluorescent molecule, such as
green fluorescent protein, can be increased several fold by using parallel polars instead of a
single polarizer or analyzer (Inoué and Goda,
2001).

Colloidal Gold, Pinholes
Spindle microtubules in Haemanthus endosperm cells decorated with 20 nm-diameter
colloidal gold appear as dark black lines when
observed in a compensated field between
crossed polars in monochromic light. These
same microtubules show in striking colors
ranging from red to purple, green, orange, and
gold when they are observed in white light with
the polars off-crossed by a few degrees and the
compensator orientated to different directions
(Inoué and Spring, 1997, Color Plate III). These
colors are attributed to anisotropy of Tyndall
light scattering (or di-Tyndallism) by the linear
array of colloidal gold particles that are arranged quite densely (not contacting each other,
yet acting as an effective conductor, or antenna,
for the high-frequency electromagnetic light
waves) along the lengths of each microtubule.
Examined at high magnification, pinholes
in thin metal film, evaporated on coverslips that
are used to test the performance of microscope
objective lenses, can also each appear with
striking saturated colors when examined in
polarized white light. Light from the pinholes
becomes alternately extinguished as the microscope stage is rotated. In other words, each
pinhole is acting as a polarizer that appears to
have a narrow transmission wavelength. No
doubt, each pinhole is not completely circular
but must be elongated, since they are generally
produced by some random dust particle or impediment to sputtering or high-vacuum depo-
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sition of the metal film. Thus, each “pinhole”
acts as an anisotropic nonconductor in the thin
metal film.
In fact, a very narrow crack in a thin metal
film preferentially transmits light that is polarized with its E-vector oriented perpendicular to
the narrow crack and whose wavelength reflects the local width of the submicroscopic
crack (S. Inoué, unpub. observ.). The situation
is somewhat the converse of the aligned polyiodide chains or of the colloidal gold-decorated
microtubules, in that instead of a submicroscopic thread-shaped conductor, one has a
thread-shaped non-conductor surrounded by a
conducting film.

Anomalous Birefringence
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Stained or colored biological tissue and cell
components often exhibit “anomalous birefringence,” i.e., the color observed in white light
between crossed polars actually changes with
adjustment of the compensator. In other words,
the birefringence, or the retardance observed,
is a function of the wavelength of light. Such a
color change, or “anomalous birefringence,” is
observed even when the retardance of the object
is a small fraction of the wavelength of light
(Perutz and Mitchison, 1950).
Colorless objects, on the other hand, generally show birefringence that changes only
slightly with variation of wavelengths. What
color is observed for a colorless object is primarily due to interference colors when the
retardance approaches a wavelength or more,
as described earlier (Fig. 4.9.2).
On the other hand, with strongly absorbing
materials such as a dye or stain, the refractive
index drops sharply on the shorter wavelength
side and rises precipitously on the longer wavelength side of the absorption peak (“anomalous
dispersion”; Jenkins and White, 1957; Hecht,
1998). Since the wavelength-specific absorption of light in a dye or stain is commonly
brought about by conjugated ring structures,
the birefringence associated with such an anisotropic structure would also be expected to
show a strong dispersive character (wavelength
dependence). The anisotropic dispersive character would then give rise to anomalous birefringence. Objects exhibiting anomalous birefringence would also be expected to show some
dichroism as well.
These several wavelength-dependent polarization optical effects (as with polarization
of fluorescence, a topic not covered here) are
of considerable potential interest as potent tools
for analyzing dynamic changes within, or in-

teractions among, biological molecules and
fine structures. Further studies on the physical
optical bases of these phenomena should lead
to their wider application in cell biology.

OPTICAL ROTATION
Optical rotation (also known as circular
birefringence) is a polarization optical effect
that may (rarely under the microscope) induce
an object to become bright between crossed
polars. Unlike (linear) birefringence, the
brightness due to optical rotation does not depend on the regular alignment of the molecules
but on their internal asymmetry and thus is
observed even in solutions of the particular
molecules. Optical rotation may also be seen in
certain crystalline substances, such as quartz
and other material viewed along the helical axes
of the molecules that make up the crystal.
An object exhibiting optical rotation does
not undergo extinction between crossed polars
as the microscope stage revolves. Instead, the
object can be made darker by turning the polarizer or analyzer away from their crossed
orientation. Except in pure monochromatic
light, as a polar is turned, these “optically active” objects or solutions acquire a brownish or
bluish hue instead of undergoing complete extinction. The color reflects a high degree of
wavelength dependence that is characteristic of
optical rotation. Such wavelength dependence
of optical rotation is known as optical rotatory
dispersion. The infrared optical rotatory dispersion, e.g., of myosin and related proteins in
solution, has been used to determine the degree
of helix content of protein molecules (SzentGyörgyi et al., 1960).

VIDEO MICROSCOPY
As in many other modes of microscopy, the
capabilities of polarization microscopy have
been substantially enhanced by the application
of video and electronic image processing,
analysis, and device control. As described in
Allen et al. (1981) and Inoué (1981b) and summarized, e.g., in Shotten (1993), and Inoué and
Spring (1997), video microscopy can effectively enhance image contrast, subtract background, reduce noise, and allow image capture
with better corrected higher-NA objective
lenses and even with relatively short exposures.
The new LC PolScope introduced by Oldenbourg, provides striking, high-contrast images of weakly birefringent cellular regions and
does so independently of specimen axis orientation. The recent system introduced by N.
Allen and co-workers selectively enhances (or
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suppresses) contrast in differential interference
contrast (DIC) microscopy and should also be
applicable for bringing out birefringent regions
of the specimen.

Oldenbourg’s LC PolScope
Oldenbourg’s LC PolScope (which can be
adapted to most research-grade microscopes
outfitted for polarization microscopy) provides
striking, high-contrast images of weakly birefringent objects. Furthermore, the system has
the unique attribute of providing maps of birefringence distribution that is independent of
orientation of the specimen axis within the
focal plane.
The new system uses circularly, instead of
linearly polarized light and two electronically
controlled liquid crystal compensators instead
of a mechanically driven conventional compensator (Oldenbourg and Mei, 1995; Oldenbourg,
1996). Four video images are acquired into
computer memory in rapid succession. In acquiring each of these four images, the computer
provides appropriate voltages that adjust the
retardances of the two compensators. The LC
PolScope uses no mechanically moving compensators and records the images in perfect
register. From the set of four images, the retardance map is immediately calculated by the
computer and displayed on the monitor.
The calculated image generated with the LC
PolScope is, in fact, a map of birefringence
distribution whose intensity is directly proportional to the retardance of each specimen point.
In contrast, with images obtained by standard
polarization microscopy, the intensity of each
image point is proportional to the square of the
retardance of the specimen point. The LC PolScope can also display a map of slow-axis
orientations for pixels for each image point.
The LC PolScope has been used to display
the dynamic distribution of microtubules in
newt lung epithelial cells undergoing mitosis
(see on-line video accompanying Inoué and
Oldenbourg, 1998) and the highly dynamic
behavior of actin filaments and network in
cultured growth cones of Aplysia neurons (Katoh et al., 1999) with unprecedented clarity.
The LC PolScope system is available from
CRI (Cambridge Research and Instrumentation).

Nina Allen’s Compensator
In another recent development, Holzwarth
et al. (1997, 2000) also use a voltage-driven
liquid-crystal compensator for DIC observations with video microscopy. They use crossed

linear polars rather than circular polarizers as
in Oldenbourg’s system. Appropriate voltages,
applied by a computer to the compensator,
generate an additive and a subtractive shift to
the phase difference introduced by the Wollaston or Nomarsky prism. Each of these images
is stored in computer memory and subtracted
from each other. The difference image displays
the DIC effect alone, while subtracting away
stationary background noise and image features that did not originate from interference
between the two sheared rays.
Although designed for use in DIC and still
retaining the orientation-dependent contrast
characteristic of images observed between
crossed linear polarizers, Allen’s new compensator applied to polarization microscopy should
also effectively bring forth contrast in weakly
birefringent regions of the specimen. Conversely, the modified system could selectively
suppress contrast due to birefringence by adding (rather than subtracting) the two images
stored in computer memory and selectively
bring forth image features not based on optical
anisotropy.

Centrifuge Polarizing Microscope
Living cells centrifuged on an isopycnic
gradient at several thousand × g (earth’s gravitational field) tend to stratify with their lighter
components packed at the centripetal pole and
heavier inclusions packed at the centrifugal
pole of the cell (Harvey, 1940; Zalokar, 1960).
In the process, cytoskeletal elements, membranes, and organelles tend to become aligned
or deformed. To study the fine structure and
function of stratified cell components and to
learn about the mechanical linkages of the organelles to the membranes and cytoskeletal
elements, the author of this unit has developed
a centrifuge polarizing microscope (CPM;
Inoué et al., 1998, 2001a).
The CPM allows video-rate polarization microscope observations of the spinning specimen, with image resolution of 1 µm, in living
cells suspended in an isopycnic solution or
crawling on a glass substrate. Birefringence
retardations can be detected and measured
down to 1 nm in cells that are exposed to up to
10,500 × g.
With the CPM, the author has found striking
changes in the conformation of endoplasmic
reticulum immediately following fertilization
of sea urchin eggs, has followed the process of
Ca2+-induced nuclear-envelope breakdown and
meiotic spindle formation in a marine annelid
egg, measured the climbing forces generated
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by myosin mutants of slime mold amoebae, and
observed the enigmatic formation and rapid
precipitation of dense “comets” in a concentrated solution of a thread-shaped virus (Inoué
et al., 2001b).

APPLICATIONS OF
POLARIZATION MICROSCOPY
Example 1: Examining Biocrystals
Hard tissue generated in living organisms
often contains, or is made up of, biocrystals.
Biocrystals are indistinguishable (in terms of
their atomic lattice and, hence, intrinsic optical
properties) from inorganic crystals, yet their
morphology is primarily determined by their
biological function and seldom reflects the habits (e.g., cleavage faces) of the natural crystal.
A common form of biocrystal, such as the
skeletal spicules found in embryonic sea urchins (or the plates of their adult forms), is
based on calcite, a highly birefringent, negative
uniaxial material that is the main ingredient of
chalk.
The birefringence, growth, and morphogenesis of calcareous biocrystals, such as the
skeletal spicules generated by the mesenchyme
cells in the gastrula- and pluteus-stage sea urchin larvae, can be studied with a simple polarizing microscope that can be easily assembled.
All one needs is a polarizer, inserted in the
illumination path before the condenser of the
microscope, and an analyzer (crossed relative
to the polarizer) placed after a low (10× or 20×)
power objective lens. In fact, both of these
“polars” may already be present on the microscope. If the microscope is equipped for DIC,

simply slide out the Nomarsky prism and set
the condenser turret to the bright-field position.
Close down the condenser iris so that the condenser NA becomes just below half that of the
objective NA. Make sure the polars are carefully crossed so that, with the lamp brightness
turned up, the blank field becomes completely
(or very) dark in Köhler illumination (see UNIT
4.1).
When live gastrula or pluteus larvae are
observed between crossed polars, the pair of
triradiate or skeletal spicules should alternately
twinkle like stars as the ciliated embryo swims
about (see Fig. 4.9.1). The thicker parts of the
skeletal spicule may show brilliant interference
colors when observed in white light (see Fig.
4.9.2).
One can even make these observations using
a dissecting microscope of the type that allows
transillumination of the specimen. Simply attach a polarizer below the specimen-support
glass plate and an analyzer below the objective
lenses. The polars can be sheet Polaroids, perhaps those cut to appropriate shape from plastic
Polaroid sunglasses. With the analyzer transmission axis oriented horizontally (i.e., turned
90° with respect to the way Polaroid sunglasses
would normally be oriented), the polarizer
mounted below the glass specimen support
plate can be oriented vertically (north-south)
by rotating the support plate to achieve extinction. Note that it is important to observe the
specimen in a glass container, not in a plastic
Petri dish, since most plastic lab ware exhibits
very strong birefringence that can overwhelm
the specimen birefringence.

Figure 4.9.1 Pair of skeletal spicules in sea urchin pluteus larva. As the ciliated pluteus swims about in the field of
the polarizing microscope, the skeletal spicules alternately shine and become extinguished. Despite its complex
shape, the whole of each spicule is extinguished at once when its (calcite) crystal axes come to lie parallel to the axes
of the crossed polars. Such extinction pattern is characteristic of biocrystals (from Okazaki et al., 1980).
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Figure 4.9.2 Skeletal spicules isolated from sea urchin pluteus larvae observed between crossed polars in
white light. The calcite spicule is so strongly birefringent (coefficient of birefringence = −0.172) that a region just
over 3-µm thick already introduces a 580-nm retardation. In that region, yellow light exiting the spicule is
extinguished by the analyzer so the spicule takes on a bluish hue. Figure courtesy of Jan Hinsch, Leica. See
color plate.

While appearing to be a rudimentary exercise, consideration of the polarization optics
and close observations of the image of the
specimen can, in fact, reveal the directions and
homogeneity of optical axes of the biocrystals,
yield their sign and coefficient of birefringence,
relate the growth of the biocrystal to the activity
of the mesenchyme cells, and produce other
useful information (Okazaki and Inoué, 1976).
In addition to the calcareous skeletal spicules that consist of a single biocrystal in echinoderm embryos, most bone and teeth contain
an array of biocrystals (Schmidt, 1924).

Example 2: Examining Collagen,
Muscle, and Histological Preparations
Many transparent organisms and tissue sections exhibit birefringent regions that can be
seen with simple polarizing microscopes. The

wavy collagen fibers and cross-striated muscle
in animal tissues (see Fig. 4.9.3), and cellulose
fibrils in the walls of plant cells (e.g., see Green,
1963), stand out prominently sometimes
amidst bright crystalline inclusions. Likewise,
the keratin layers in hair (which can vary with
animal species) and synthetic fibers show
strong birefringence.
Some of the crystalline inclusions seen in
the background were formed in life, while other
randomly scattered crystals could have developed in the medium in which a fixed specimen
is embedded. Others, which at first glance may
appear to be simple crystals (with simple optical axes as in biocrystals), upon closer inspection may turn out to have complex (more or less
radially symmetric) extinction patterns. These
may be starch grains with concentric lamellar
structures that show characteristic extinction
Microscopy
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Figure 4.9.3 Tissue section showing birefringent cross-striated muscle and collagen fibers. A
typical H & E–stained tissue section observed between crossed polars in the presence of a
Brace-Köhler compensator. The birefringent A-bands of the cross-striated muscle fibrils and the
wavy axes of the birefringent collagen fibers stand out. See color plate.

patterns (see Frey-Wyssling, 1953). On a larger
scale, a more or less similar pattern can be seen
in the shells of embryonic gastropods (Schmidt,
1924).

Example 3: Preparing to Study
Spindles and Asters

Polarization
Microscopy

In contrast to the structures described above,
which may show interference colors between
crossed polars and tend to show retardances of
the order of many hundreds of nanometers,
other structures in living cells display a very
weak birefringence retardation that amounts to
only a few to a fraction of a nanometer. These
include the arrays of microtubules that make up
the spindle fibers, astral rays, and flagellar and
ciliary axonemes, the arrays of actin and intermediate filaments, various membrane systems,
and chromatin in sperm heads.
Unlike the examples mentioned above,
whose birefringence is mostly based on the
anisotropy of their intramolecular bonds (intrinsic birefringence), many of the intracellular
filament and membrane arrays exhibit form
birefringence that is based on their ultrastructural geometry.
In order to detect and study the weak birefringence common to intracellular structures,
one needs a polarizing microscope equipped
with polars yielding a high extinction factor

(see Example 4), strain-free optics, a BraceKöhler compensator, and a bright light source
(Swann and Mitchison, 1950; Inoué and Dan,
1951).
While the test specimen and protocol described below are useful for checking the performance of a polarizing microscope equipped
with the highest-NA lenses, in this protocol for
observing fertilization and spindle and aster
formation in marine eggs, it is recommended
that one use a 10× to 20× objective lens with
the condenser iris partly closed so that NAcond
= 0.3 × NAobj.
To see whether a microscope has been adequately equipped and adjusted for studying
weak birefringence of intracellular structures,
one can try out a convenient test specimen
prepared as follows. On a clean microscope
slide place a few drops of saliva. Place a clean
coverslip on top and observe in Köhler illumination (see UNIT 4.1) using a bright light source.
Make sure the polars are fully crossed and that
the microscope is equipped with a BraceKöhler compensator.
If the microscope is adequately equipped
and adjusted, the buccal epithelial cells (the
so-called “spit cells” that are present in the
saliva) should appear brighter or darker than the
gray background depending on the orientations
of the cell and the compensator. The gray back-
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ground is introduced by the compensator and
varies with the orientation of its axes between
the crossed polars, as described below.
If the spit cells show up in this fashion, both
brighter and darker than the gray background
depending on their orientation, the polarizing
microscope should be ready for other applications. However, before removing the test slide,
go through the following exercises, which will
give further insight into the submicroscopic
structure of the cell structure that is being examined.
When a spit cell in focus is brighter than the
background, the retardances of the cell and the
compensator are added together and introduce
a greater phase difference, thus making the
specimen appear brighter. Since the slow axis
of the birefringent spit cells (i.e., the long axis
of their keratin fibrils) is generally oriented
along the long axis of the cell, they appear
bright when that axis lies in the same quadrant
as the slow axis of the compensator.
When the slow axes of the specimen and
compensator lie in opposite quadrants, their
retardances cancel (subtract from) each other,
so that the specimen appears darker than the
background field.
Using these criteria, record which quadrant
of the compensator contains its slow axis. Some
cells appear bright in some regions and dark in
others. There the keratin fibrils are not uniformly aligned parallel to the long axis of the
cell, but in different directions depending on
the part of the cell.
Note also that the cells (or cell regions) in
certain orientations appear neither brighter nor
darker than the field. With the compensator
removed (or brought to its extinction orientation), those cell regions should appear as dark
as the extinguished background. Those are
cells, or cell regions, in which the keratin fibrils
are oriented exactly parallel or perpendicular
to the polarizer and analyzer axes. Verify this
explanation by revolving the microscope stage
or by observing a cell that is flowing and changing its orientation slowly.
Just as the specimen becomes dark when its
optical axes, in the absence of a compensator,
coincide with those of the polars, the background for the whole field becomes dark when
the compensator optical axes are oriented parallel to the axes of the polars. These extinction
orientations show the optical axes, respectively
of the compensator or specimen, which relate
directly to the orientations of their atomic
bonds or fine structure.

In testing for the adequacy of the polarizing
microscope through these exercises, the apparatus is also set up to establish the optical axes
and signs of birefringence of the weekly birefringent specimen. Through such an exercise,
we can interpret the nature and alignment of the
submicroscopic molecular or fine-structural arrays that are themselves much too small to be
resolved with the light microscope.

Example 4: Examining Fertilization,
and Spindle and Aster Formation, in
Egg Cells
Elevation and hardening of fertilization
envelope
Collect eggs and sperm from appropriate
species of gravid sea urchins or sand dollars
(Costello et al., 1957; Schroeder, 1986; Lutz
and Inoué, 1986). Use species with optically
clear eggs such as Lytechinus variegatus, Lytechinus pictus, or Echinarchnius parma.
Wash the eggs in filtered seawater three
times, each time by allowing the eggs to settle,
changing the seawater above the layered eggs,
and again letting the eggs settle. Add a dilute
suspension of sperm to a portion of the washed,
unfertilized eggs (save some unfertilized eggs
in a larger dish). Then, quickly make a preparation using a clean slide and coverslip (with a
coverslip fragment or small piece of Scotch
tape placed under one edge to prevent squashing the egg). Observe the elevation of the fertilization envelope with the polarizing microscope. In the first 3 to 5 min after fertilization,
note how the fertilization envelope elevates and
becomes increasingly birefringent.
Note also that the parts of the envelope that
lie in the same quadrants as the slow axis of the
compensator become quite bright while parts
of the envelope in the other quadrants become
darker than the gray background (Fig. 4.9.4).
In other words, the slow axis for the envelope
lies parallel to its surface, or the envelope shows
a “tangentially positive birefringence.” As the
birefringence of the envelope rises, the middle
(crescent-shaped) region of the darker part of
the envelope may become brighter. For that
region, the birefringence retardation of the envelope has become greater than that of the
compensator. This effect is more pronounced
the smaller the retardance introduced by the
compensator. In fact, with the compensator
oriented in its extinction orientation, all four
quadrants of the envelope will shine equally
brightly.
Microscopy
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Figure 4.9.4 Birefringence of fertilization envelope and fourth-division mitotic spindles in a sand
dollar egg. (A) The tangentially positive birefringence of the fertilization envelope and the radially
positive birefringence of the mitotic spindle and aster microtubules show clearly in this transparent
cleavage stage egg of Echinarchnius parma. The egg is viewed near its vegetal pole, to which the
vegetal fourth-division spindles have converged. (B) The asymmetric location of the vegetal pole
spindles has given rise to four small micromeres, whose descendants give rise to the gametes and
the mesenchyme cells that pattern the pair of skeletal spicules. Compensator slow axis is oriented
horizontally.

This rise in positive birefringence of the fertilization envelope reflects the deposition of a
fibrous inner layer that strengthens the envelope.
In fact, it is possible to strip off the envelope by
passing the fertilized eggs through a fine-meshed
bolting cloth, within 3 to 4 min after fertilization,
after the fertilization envelope has risen sufficiently, but before it has hardened (as judged by
its strong birefringence).

Polarization
Microscopy

Mitotic spindle and asters: Assembly and
disassembly of mitotic microtubules
Make a fresh preparation ∼40 min to 2 hr
after fertilization (∼15 to 20 min before the
onset of first cleavage, depending on the species
and temperature). In this preparation made at
the appropriate time, one should see the birefringent asters and the mitotic spindle gradually
appearing.
Note how both the asters and spindle initially appear as small, weakly birefringent
structures that may be barely detectable.
Depending on the orientation of their fibrillar components (microtubules) and the
compensator setting, portions of the asters
and spindle may appear bright or dark. In fact,
each aster will generally appear as a radial
structure with two dark and two bright quadrants since the microtubules radiate out from
the centrosome.

Over the next several minutes, the asters and
spindle gradually grow in size and birefringence, until the spindle reaches full metaphase.
At anaphase, the clear gap in birefringence that
develops between the two half spindles by full
metaphase gradually increases in length as the
chromosomes are moved polewards.
Starting with the first appearance of the tiny
spindle and asters, make time-lapse video records of the events every 5 to 15 sec apart,
making sure that a time-of-day signal and audio
records of any comments are included. Keep a
record of room temperature near the microscope. If possible, record also the orientation
of the compensator that just extinguishes the
darkest part of the spindle. Choose spindles
whose long axes lie in the plane of focus and
that are oriented at 45° to the transmission axes
of the polars. This exercise may be easier if
observations are made on eggs in their second
division where two spindles should be oriented
parallel to the first cleavage plane.
Depending on the species being used and on
the microscope, the chromosomes themselves
may or may not be visible. Switching to DIC
or phase contrast may help see the chromosomes in favorable cases (see Figure 1 in
Salmon and Segal, 1980).
As the spindle approaches telophase and the
half-spindle birefringence diminishes, the asters
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generally grow to their maximum size and
birefringence. Shortly thereafter, the cell
cleaves in a plane bisecting the anaphase spindle.
The astral rays and fibers in the spindle
display a positive birefringence along the
length of their fibrils or of their microtubules.
Since virtually all of their birefringence can be
accounted for by the form birefringence of their
constituent microtubules (Sato et al., 1975), the
rise and fall and distribution of their birefringence directly reveals the change in concentration and distribution of oriented microtubules,
which themselves are too small to be resolved
with the light microscope.
Observation with a polarizing microscope
of changes in the spindle and astral birefringence, associated with the natural progress of
cell division or in cells exposed to cold or
mitosis-inhibiting chemicals such as colchicine, have laid an important foundation for
our present understanding of the submicroscopic organization and events in mitosis, as
well as the assembly properties of the mitotic,
and other labile, microtubules (Inoué, 1952a,
1952b, 1964, 1981a; Inoué and Sato, 1967;
Inoué and Salmon, 1995).

Example 5: Using Polarization
Microscopy at Maximum Resolution
So far, these examples have dealt with observations and measurements of weak birefringence that could be made with lower-power
microscope objective lenses. In order to gain
more image resolution, one must not only use
higher-power objective lenses, but objective
and condenser lenses with higher numerical
apertures (NAs). That is because the minimum
distance (d) between two small points that can
just be resolved is given by the following relationship (see UNIT 4.1 for further detail):
d = 1.22 × (wavelength of light)/(NA of
objective + working NA of condenser).
While the exercises described in Examples
1 to 4 can be carried out with a simple polarizing
microscope equipped with objective lenses that
have relatively low NAs, they become difficult
or impossible when one attempts the same
procedures with lenses that have NAs of >0.5.
That is because a considerable amount of background light leaks through the crossed polars
at high NAs, no matter how carefully the system
is adjusted. The extinction factor {EF = (Intensity with parallel polars)/(Intensity with
crossed polars)} that may be as high as 104 for
low-power objectives which are clean and free

of strain birefringence, may drop to as low as
102 for some highest-NA objectives. It takes
place even with carefully selected strain-free
lenses and is generally caused by two factors:
the differential transmission of the polarized
components of light in and perpendicular to the
plane of incidence and their phase differences,
both introduced at oblique optical interfaces
that lie between the polarizer and analyzer.
In simple terms, light must be refracted at
high angles of incidence by the objective and
condenser lenses, and the slide and coverslip
surfaces, in order to gain the high NA needed
for obtaining the high image resolution. In
polarization microscopy, that very fact makes
the EF drop precipitously at higher NAs. In
other words, without some special remedies as
described below, the detection of very weak
birefringence and generation of very high image resolution are mutually incompatible.
Fortunately, there are a few remedies, although these are somewhat difficult to implement, that can help alleviate these problems. To
understand these remedies, first observe the
appearance of the back aperture of the objective
lens. This can be done by replacing the ocular
of the microscope with a telescope used for
adjusting a phase-contrast system. Or, if your
microscope is equipped with a Bertrand lens,
insert and focus the Bertrand lens so that it,
together with the ocular, makes up a telescope
that images the back aperture of the objective
lens. Alternatively, remove the ocular and peek
down directly at the back aperture of the objective lens.
Confirm that you have indeed focused on
the back aperture plane. There you should see
the image of the condenser iris, whose size
changes as the condenser iris is opened and
closed. With proper Köhler illumination, if you
open and close the field diaphragm rather than
the condenser iris, only the brightness of the
back aperture and not the size of the iris image
should change.
In the absence of a compensator, observe the
objective lens back aperture as the polarizer and
analyzer are crossed and slightly off-crossed.
If the lenses are free of strain birefringence and
birefringent dirt or dust particles, the objective
back aperture should show a dark cross flanked
by brighter quadrants between the arms of the
cross when the polars are exactly crossed. The
arms of the dark cross lie along the transmission
axes of the polars (Fig. 4.9.5A).
When the polarizer or analyzer is slightly
off-crossed, the dark arms of the cross turn into
two dark V shapes located in opposing quad-
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Figure 4.9.5 Patterns observed at the back aperture of polarizing microscope equipped with
high-NA (×97/1.25) strain-free, matched condenser and objective lenses. (A) The back aperture
shows a dark cross between crossed polars in the absence of a birefringent specimen or a
compensator, if the objective and condenser lenses are free from lateral strain birefringence. The
lenses may, however, still be introducing radial birefringence! (B) As the analyzer (or polarizer) is
turned, the cross opens up into two dark Vs that should remain dark up to the edge of the aperture
if there is no contributing birefringence. Turning the polar in the opposite direction reverses the
quadrant in which the Vs appear. (If the Vs do not move out to the periphery of the aperture but fade
rapidly as a polar is turned, the contrast of the Vs can generally be restored by adjusting a
compensator. That region of the aperture is then introducing elliptically polarized light, either
because a lens suffers radial strain birefringence or because of the nature of the anti-reflection
coating used on the lens.) (C) Extinction pattern of the same lens pair shown in A and B, but
equipped with a polarization rectifier. The whole back aperture (up to the maximum NA), as well as
the microscope field, is now well extinguished. (From Inoué and Hyde, 1957.)

Polarization
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rants of the back aperture (see Fig. 4.9.5B).
Those V-shaped regions are where the plane of
the incident polarized light has been rotated (by
lower transmission of the polarized light vector
vibrating normal to the plane of incidence compared to that vibrating parallel to the plane of
incidence).
As the polars are further off-crossed, the
V-shaped regions move further out, but may
become faint and no longer be very dark. At
this point a Brace-Köhler compensator inserted
at the appropriate orientation can restore the
darkness of the Vs. In other words, light rays
traversing the objective and condenser lenses
(and slide and coverslip), at angles and directions corresponding to those regions that have
now become darkened at the back aperture of
the objective lens, act as though those particular
rays experienced birefringence or had suffered
a phase difference and become elliptically polarized. This elliptical polarization is commonly due to the anti-reflection coating applied
to the lens surfaces. As with the rotation of
polarized light, it also increases with the angle
of incidence and the departure of the plane of
incidence from the vibration plane of the polarized light incident at each air-glass interface.
The net result of all of these polarization-altering effects at the lens (and slide and

coverslip) surfaces is the dark cross at extinction and the two sets of Vs that move further
out into opposing quadrants.
The polarized light modified in this fashion
(in the four quadrants between the arms of the
dark cross) is transmitted by the analyzer
crossed with the polarizer and, hence, gives rise
to the large amount of background “stray light”
found with high-NA lenses.
To minimize this stray light that drowns the
low-contrast image of weakly birefringent
specimens, a simple, quick fix is to close down
the condenser iris and use an objective lens with
a lower NA. However, one loses image resolution as well as the amount of image brightness
needed to see or record the images. Also, the
depth of field can become unacceptably deep
and make for a confusing image.
Oil-immersion objective and condenser
lenses tend to depolarize the light less and
hence, introduce less stray light compared to
“high dry” objective lenses that have the same
NA. That is because up to four air-glass interfaces, where the rays suffer the steepest angle
of incidence, are essentially eliminated by oil
immersion between the objective lens and
coverslip, and condenser lens and slide.
Video enhancement can also help to a certain
degree. By analog or digital processing, the
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unwanted background stray light can be offset
(suppressed) and the image contrast can be
raised so that the optical problems can be overcome to some degree (Allen et al., 1981; Inoué,
1981b; Inoué and Spring, 1997).
A proper remedy for the depolarization of
light is accomplished by using objective and
condenser lenses equipped with polarization
rectifiers. By using “rectified” lenses, one can,
in fact, restore much of the polarization states
of the light passing each region of the objective
lens back aperture (Fig. 4.9.5C) and thus
achieve high extinction for the full aperture
even when using high-NA lenses (Inoué and
Hyde, 1957).
In addition to allowing the detection and
measurement of very weakly birefringent minute objects, rectification gets rid of the diffraction anomaly that is introduced in images of
weakly birefringent objects. The diffraction
anomaly, which arises from the different states
of polarization in different quadrants of the
aperture plane, can even reverse the contrast of
weakly birefringent minute objects and prevent
proper interpretation of the specimen’s fine
structure (Inoué and Kubota, 1958; Inoué and
Spring, 1997).
Unfortunately, rectified lenses, which used
to be available from American Optical, and
from Nikon, are currently not commercially
available. However, the following two alternative approaches can provide some relief of the
problems discussed.
The first uses two opposite-handed circular
polarizers instead of crossed linear polarizers
to extinguish the field (Huxley, 1960). An advanced version of this type of polarizing microscope is Oldenbourg’s “LC PolScope.”
As a final alternative, one can gain some
improvement of image resolution combined
with elevated extinction by using an appropriate mask at the aperture plane. The mask, placed
at the back aperture of the objective lens and/or
at the plane of the condenser iris diaphragm,
would be shaped so as to transmit light along
the dark arms of the cross, while cutting out the
modified polarized light that would have
passed through the rest of the aperture.
Such masks would definitely raise the EF,
making the background much darker and allowing detection of very low birefringence retardances. Such masks would also effectively
provide high NAs in two orthogonal directions,
thus yielding high resolution for objects that
diffract light in those directions. The accompanying modifications of the point-spread function may be a slight penalty to pay in order to

gain high extinction and freedom from anomalous diffraction at very high NAs.

Example 6: High-Resolution
Polarization Microscopy of Meiotic
Mitosis and Spermiogenesis
Using a polarizing microscope as described
in Example 5, it is possible to use high-NA
objective lenses (combined with high effective
NA of the condenser) to examine the detailed
distribution of birefringence as in the mitotic
spindle of a dividing cell or the coil-of-a-coil
packing arrangement of DNA in certain chromosomes.
Some cell types are more suited for such
observations: such as single-layered tissue cells
that remain flat instead of rounding up during
mitosis (McIntosh et al., 1975), cells without
excessive light scattering or birefringent inclusions, cells with large and clearly visible chromosomes, and cells in which different mitotic
and developmental stages are well synchronized. Some examples include: newt lung epithelial cells (Rieder and Hard, 1990; Oldenbourg, 1999), endosperm cells of the African
blood lily (Inoué and Bajer, 1961), some symbiotic protozoa in the wood-eating cockroach
(Inoué and Ritter, 1978), spermatocytes of
crane flies (Forer, 1965), grasshopper spermatocytes (Fig. 4.9.6 and Zhang and Nicklas,
1996), and maturing spermatids (Fig. 4.9.7 and
Inoué and Sato, 1966). The extensive article (in
German) by Belar (1928) is a treasure trove of
cell sources available for observing various
features of cells in the living state as well as
after fixation and staining.
The following describes a method for preparing grasshopper spermatocytes and spermatids for high-resolution polarization microscopy. The following materials are required:
Healthy male grasshoppers, preferably of Dissosteira, Chortophaga, or related species
that fly well for several meters at a time,
rather than those that only hop or fly for
short distances (for some reason, the spermatocyte mitochondria, which are birefringent, are better aligned in the former group
of grasshoppers and interfere less with detailed observation of spindle birefringence);
Grasshopper Ringer’s solution (see Table 4.9.2
and preparation instructions below);
Clean Syracuse watch glasses;
Bio-cleaned slide and coverslips (see Table 4.9.1
and instructions for bio-cleaning below);
A pair of sharp iridectomy scissors;
A sharp pair of stainless-steel watchmaker’s
forceps;
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Figure 4.9.6 Meiosis-1 spindle of grasshopper spermatocyte observed with rectified optics. The
positive birefringence of the bundle of microtubules that make up the chromosomal spindle fibers
shows prominently. The kinetochores (k) also appear to show the same sign of birefringence as the
microtubules, but it has not yet been established whether this reflects fine-structural anisotropy of
the kinetochore, or primarily the edge birefringence of the chromosome at the kinetochore. The
mitochondria also show a longitudinally positive birefringence with overlapping edge birefringence.
The compensator slow axis lies parallel to the spindle fibers in panels (A), (C), and (D), so that the
positively birefringent microtubule bundles appear brighter than the background. (C) The compensator orientation is reversed so that the microtubule bundles appear in reverse contrast. (From
Nicklas, 1971.) For online version of time-lapse series of this and other cells in mitosis, see
http://www.molbiolcell.org and Inoué and Oldenbourg (1998).
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Sharp, stainless-steel dissecting needles;
A sharp hypodermic needle mounted on a
wooden handle;
Pasteur pipets with rubber bulbs;
Small balls of absorbent cotton;
6- to 8-mm-wide strips of filter paper;
Mineral oil or other innocuous oils such as
Halocarbon oil 27;
Valap (see UNIT 13.1);
70% ethanol;

Dissecting microscope with trans-illumination.
Preparation instructions for several of these
items, along with some parameters critical to
performing the experiments described here, are
included in the discussion of Ensuring that
Cells are “Happy” While They Are Being Observed Under the Microscope, below.
Let the male grasshopper hold onto a small
wad of absorbent cotton or a small piece of
tissue, so as to absorb the brown fluid expelled
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10 µm
Figure 4.9.7 Live sperm head of cave cricket viewed with a high-resolution polarizing microscope.
The sperm head immersed in DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) is viewed at three compensator settings
using rectified optics (×97/1.25 NA). P, A: transmission axes of the polarizer and analyzer. The
compensator slow axis is oriented perpendicular to the sperm axis in the middle panel, turned ∼5°
clockwise in the left panel and ∼4° counterclockwise in the right panel. The helical regions of the
DNA, wound in a coil of coil within the chromosomes, appear bright or dark depending on their slow
axis orientations relative to that of the compensator. Bars indicate junctions of chromosomes that
are packed in tandem in the needle-shaped sperm head. This is the first (and virtually only) mode
of microscopy by which the packing arrangement of DNA and the chromosomes have been clearly
imaged in live sperm of any species. From Inoué and Sato (1966).

from its mouth. Lift and clip off the wings at
their bases. Then, holding onto the grasshopper
with his hind legs folded under the abdomen,
insert one blade of the iridectomy scissors
pointing up and forward at around the third or
fourth from the last abdominal segment as
shown in Figure 4.9.8. Make an incision that
covers four or five segments along the back of
the abdomen. Then gently squeeze the lower
part of the abdomen until the pair of testes (Fig.
4.9.9; usually colored bright yellow, orange, or
red) pop out from the incision. Cut the ducts
and place the testes in the saline (grasshopper
Ringer’s) solution in a watch glass.
Under the dissecting microscope, use a
watchmaker’s forceps and sharp needle to peel
off the colored layer of fat and the Malpigian
tubules that surround the testes. They can be

toxic to the isolated spermatocytes if not removed from the final preparation. Freed from
the covering material, the whitish lobes of the
testes should now look like a bundle of bananas.
With a piece of absorbent cotton moistened
with 70% ethanol, wipe clean the iridectomy
scissors, forceps, and needle used, and then
transfer the lobe bundles of the testes to a clean
Syracuse watch glass containing fresh saline
solution.
Again, under the dissecting microscope, use
sharp dissecting needles to separate a testis into
small bundles containing three to four intact
lobes. Cut apart the bundles where they bunch
together, i.e., at the proximal end of the lobes
where they share a common sperm duct.
Using the Pasteur pipet, transfer one small
bundle of lobes together with a small drop of
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saline onto a clean slide. Place a clean coverslip
on top and remove excess solution with a small
piece of filter paper or tissue paper until the
lobes are just starting to be flattened.
Observe the preparation under the polarizing microscope using a low-power (10×) objective lens. In each intact lobe, there should be
located, from the duct end towards the distal
end, more or less in the following order, bundles
of mature sperm heads, immature sperm heads,

and sperm tails, then follicles containing spermatids, secondary spermatocytes, primary
spermatocytes, and, finally, spermatogonial
cells (Fig. 4.9.10). The birefringence of the
heads of the mature and immature sperm, as
well as of some of the spermatid, and perhaps
of the bundle of sperm tail, should be quite
prominent.
By using a Brace-Köhler compensator, establish the sign of birefringence (direction of

Figure 4.9.8 Dissecting a male grasshopper to expose testes (also see Fig. 4.9.9 and instructions
in text).

Polarization
Microscopy

Figure 4.9.9 The pair of testes extracted from a grasshopper. The bundle of lobes in each testis,
made like a bunch of bananas and held together where they share a common sperm duct, are
covered by a brightly colored sheath. The distal ends of the lobes splay apart when the testicular
sheath is peeled off.
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sperm duct

mature sperm

progressively maturing
spermatids (64 per follicle)

secondary spermatocytes
(32 per follicle)
primary spermatocytes
(16 per follicle)

spermatogonia
(up to 8 per follicle)

Figure 4.9.10 Arrangement of follicles and cells (not to scale) in the lobe of a grasshopper testis.
This highly schematic diagram illustrates one of the many lobes, which are arranged like a bunch
of bananas, in a grasshopper testis. The cells, developing synchronously within each follicle in the
lobe, are progressively more mature from the distal end of the lobe to the proximal end where the
lobes are joined by the sperm ducts. For a photograph of section of fixed lobes, see Figure 1 in
Belar (1929).

the slow axes of these structures relative to their
long axes). Note that the contrast due to sperm
tail birefringence, which is mostly due to the
form birefringence of their axonemal microtubules, is reversed from that of the sperm head,
which is almost exclusively due to the intrinsic
birefringence of the DNA molecules aligned
parallel to the length of the sperm head.
Next, make a fresh preparation for observing
the spindle fibers and chromosomes and individual sperm with greater resolution. This exercise may require some practice, since a combination of care and speed of preparation is
important. Also, do not be frustrated if, at first
try, primary spermatocytes at just the right stage
of meiotic mitosis are not found. There are a
number of follicles at different stages of spermiogenesis in each testicular lobe, and the divisions of the 16 primary spermatocytes in each
follicle are synchronized, but you may not
come across a lobe that contains a follicle at the
right stage. Usually, it is not necessary to try
more than two or three lobes.

Using a pair of watchmaker’s forceps, transfer a bundle of three to four testicular lobes onto
a bio-cleaned microscope coverslip. The
coverslip should be resting on a clean microscope slide or some other appropriate holder
that lifts it off from the lab bench or other
surfaces, which may be a source of lint or other
birefringent dust. In making the transfer, be
sure to hold onto the duct ends of the lobes and
not the other, free end. During the transfer,
touch the lobes gently to the clean, dry rim of
the watch glass to remove much of the saline
solution.
Using a hypodermic needle with a very
sharp tip as a knife, cut the lobes (now resting
on the coverslip) near their free ends. Then,
holding onto the duct end of the lobes with a
watchmaker’s forceps, draw the lobes in a spiral
a few millimeters in radius, making sure that
their free, cut ends trail on the surface of the
coverslip. As you draw the spiral, cells should
flow out together with the testicular fluid, from
the cut ends of the lobes onto the surface of the
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coverslip. Those near the cut end flow out first,
then those closer to the ducts that you are
holding onto. Pick up and discard the residue
of the lobes. The result is a spiral-shaped thin
film of cells, more or less arranged in order from
least differentiated cells to mature sperm (see
Fig. 4.9.10).
Quickly place a drop of oil (Halocarbon 27
or light mineral oil) on the spiral, invert the
coverslip, and cover the preparation by contacting onto a clean slide. Do not use any spacers.
Remove the excess oil by contacting a strip of
filter paper to the rim of the coverslip, then seal
the preparation with Valap.
The slide is now ready for observation of the
spindle and chromosomes in meiotic divisions
and different stages of sperm maturation. The
observations can be carried out on the same live
cells for many hours. Not only are the cells
arranged and clustered, more or less in the order
of stages of spermiogenesis, but they should
also lie in reasonably flat monolayers making
them suitable for observations with high-NA
lenses using polarization microscopy, phase
contrast, or DIC.
Note, however, that the testicular lobes,
from the time they are removed from the saline
medium, and especially the very thin spread of
cells in the spiral, could almost instantly lose
water by evaporation before being covered by
the Halocarbon oil. Thus, some practice and
speed of operation becomes important for the
last phases of the preparation described above.
In successful preparations observed in highextinction polarization microscopy, one finds
meiosis-I spindles (which are considerably
larger than those in meiosis-II) with a moderate
degree of positive birefringence, somewhat
rounded spindle poles (in contrast to being very
pointed), and chromosomal spindle fibers that
appear somewhat fluffy (rather than too sharp
as though drawn as a line). Such cells can be
expected to complete meiosis-I as well as meiosis-II in several hours (see Inoué, 1964).
The process of sperm maturation, on the
other hand, is very slow, so that one is not likely
to see the actual transition of single spermatids
from one stage to the next. The successive
stages of sperm maturation, including the rise
of negative birefringence in the spermatid nucleus associated with their dehydration and
shape changes, should, however, be neatly displayed in chronological order on the slide, so
that it should not be difficult to visualize the
sequence of events.
Polarization
Microscopy

Example 7: Examining Meiotic
Spindles and Chromosomes
Note that in grasshopper spermatocytes, it
can take several hours between the time when
an apparently mature spindle is formed and the
beginning of anaphase. During that interval,
known as prometaphase, chromosomes oscillate back and forth to both sides of the metaphase plate (Deitz, 1969). Concurrently, the
associated spindle fibers change the strength of
their birefringence. With time-lapse cinematography or video, one can also observe considerable fluctuation of the spindle birefringence (the so-called “Northern Lights Phenomenon”; Inoué, 1964), reflecting the
dynamic growth and shortening of their constitu en t microtubules (Mitchison and
Kirschner, 1984; Walker et al., 1988).
The sex chromosomes, in particular, may be
found to travel all the way form one spindle
pole to another. The oscillatory behavior of
these prometaphase chromosomes, and the associated stretching and contraction of their kinetochores to which the chromosomal spindle
fibers are attached, may be observed more
clearly by switching from polarization to DIC
or phase-contrast microscopy (Salmon and
Segal, 1980; Nicklas et al., 1995).
Once full metaphase is established, and all
of the chromosomes have lined up on the metaphase plate, a signal is released and the chromosomes synchronously enter anaphase (Nicklas et al., 1995). Note the change in distribution
and strength of birefringence of the spindle
fibers and astral rays as anaphase progresses.
What can one infer about the behavior of the
microtubules from these observations?
Note also, as anaphase progresses, that another bundle of thread-shaped, birefringent elements lines up along the long axis and surrounding the spindle, to be pinched apart into
two as the cell cleaves. Note the sign of birefringence of these mitochondrial threads.
In each daughter cell that results from the
division of the spermatocytes, the mitochondria
come together to form a dense, round body, the
Nebenkern, which has a diameter similar to the
reconstituted daughter nucleus and is often mistaken for the latter. The Nebenkern shows a
higher refractive index than their surrounding
cytoplasm, whereas the daughter nuclei themselves tend to have a lower refractive index than
the surrounding cytoplasm. Using DIC optics,
verify these refractive index differences by observing the shadow-cast appearances at the
edges of these structures.
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Example 8: Examining The Sperm
and Maturing Spermatids
The needle-shaped, mature sperm heads in
grasshoppers show a very strong birefringence
whose character is reversed from that of the
sperm tail and the acrosome at the tip of the
head. Establish the sign of birefringence of
these three regions.
Also note that, unlike the nuclei in spermatocytes (and many other cells), the refractive
index of the sperm head is very high, reflecting
the loss of water and condensation of its chromatin during spermatid maturation.
Choose a series of spermatids starting with
those that are nearly mature to very young ones.
As maturation progresses, the sperm nucleus
becomes more and more elongated, while its
birefringence increases. The coefficient of birefringence of the mature sperm is, in fact, extremely high, amounting to −2 × 10−2, approximately that of a thread of pure DNA (Schmidt,
1941; Wilkins, 1951; Inoué and Sato, 1966).
Note that before the spermatid starts to lose
water and become elongated, the nucleus is almost nonbirefringent. Most cell nuclei show very
little birefringence (with the exception of those in
sperm and in certain Dinoflagellates; Schmidt,
1932, 1937; Cachon et al., 1989), despite the fact
that they contain a large quantity of DNA.
In maturing spermatids, note also that the
axis of birefringence of the sperm head is tipped
this way and that and is not totally parallel to
the elongated axis of the head, as in the fully
mature sperm. In some insects, such as the cave
cricket, the axes of negative birefringence, even
of the mature sperm head, can still be resolved
and seen not to be uniform. Instead, they are
disposed more or less in a zigzag fashion (Fig.
4.9.7), reflecting the packing arrangement of
their DNA backbone and chromosomes. The
detailed packing arrangement of the DNA
bases, including at levels far smaller than the
resolution limit of the polarizing microscope,
was determined by irradiation of the live sperm
head with a microbeam of polarized UV and by
quantitatively measuring changes in the birefringence and their axes for each resolvable
area (Inoué and Sato, 1966).

Ensuring that Cells Are “Happy”
While They Are Being Observed
Under the Microscope
To observe the behavior or fine structure in
living cells under a microscope, there are several factors that demand special attention. This
is especially true when observations are to be
made for extended periods of time and under

conditions that require brilliant illumination, as
in polarization microscopy, to visualize weakly
birefringent objects. On the other hand, birefringence can be an especially effective monitor
for the physiological state, and “happiness,” of
the cell.
Biological material
Start with healthy organisms and cells.
Clearly, one cannot expect to gain healthy cells
from diseased or necrotic plants or animals or
gain normal fertilization and development
when the gametes are not fully ripe.
Culture medium
Be alert to toxic contaminants, especially
those that can affect the cells at low concentrations. Heavy metals such as copper, zinc, and
silver, which can be present in trace amounts
even in conventional reagent-grade sodium
chloride, can be sources of trouble since NaCl
is used in high concentrations in artificial
seawater and physiological saline. Likewise,
for making culture media, distilled water made
in glass or quartz stills (with adequate vapor,
i.e., water droplet, suppression) is preferred
over that from metal stills. Deionizers remove
trace metals, but one should be careful that the
water is not contaminated by mold or bacteria
(which can grow in the columns or tubing) and
their products including surfactants (which
show up as long-lasting foam after the water is
shaken or bubbled).
Slide and coverslips
Cells prepared between a slide and coverslip
are exposed to a large area of the glass surface
relative to the volume of the medium bathing
the cell. In addition, the cells are likely to be
contacting the glass surface directly. Thus,
slight contaminants on the glass surface can
disproportionately affect the cells being observed. Eliminate surfactants and heavy metals
that may affect the well-being of the cells as
well as birefringent contaminants that may interfere with observations by polarization microscopy (see below).
Oxygen supply
In addition to changes in pH of the medium,
anoxia (and hyperoxia in the case of some
obligatory anaerobes; Ritter et al., 1978) can
interfere with proper health and division of cells
grown in the confined space between the slide
and coverslip. Tissue culture cells are commonly observed through special flow-through
microscope chambers where the culture me-
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dium is appropriately oxygenated and its pH
and temperature are monitored or controlled.
Alternatively, developing marine embryos and
dividing protists can be observed continuously
for many hours using a micro-chamber containing an equilibrated gas phase formed between
a slide and coverslip (see Inoué and Spring,
1997). Microscope preparation of cells covered
with a layer of nontoxic oil (even under the
coverslip) can survive for many hours since
many oils, especially silicone and fluorocarbon
oils, dissolve gases, including oxygen, very
effectively. Halocarbon oils, such as Kel F-10,
FC-47, and Voltalef that previously were used
to cover cultured cell smears, e.g., of insect
spermatocytes, are no longer available. Instead,
the Halocarbon oils 27 or 200 (Halocarbon
Products; see SUPPLIERS APPENDIX), used for immersing developing Drosophila embryos,
would appear to be reasonable, currently available alternatives. The manufacturer recommends that fresh oils be bubbled with air before
use for a day or two to replenish the oxygen that
was evacuated during manufacturing.

Polarization
Microscopy

Temperature
While slides containing cultured cells of
mammalian origin generally require heating,
most invertebrate cells may need to be kept
cool, i.e., no warmer than moderate room temperature. For observing such cells, be especially careful with the illumination used for
polarization microscopy. A source with high
brightness is needed in order to see or record
the weak birefringence in the cell. But most
high-brightness sources (not just quartz halogen or other tungsten filament lamps, but also
mercury and xenon arc lamps) produce a huge
quantity of infrared. Be sure to use a good
quality heat-cut filter, and, if practical, a hightransmission (>65%) narrow-band-pass (±15
nm) green interference filter. That is because
the preparation can be heated up with the infrared and far red portions of the spectrum, and
cells can react adversely to the blue end of the
spectrum (Langford and Inoué, 1979).
In addition, use Köhler illumination and
keep the illuminated area to the smallest practical size by adjusting the opening of the field
diaphragm. Even using a laser beam, it is not
easy to heat up a portion of the specimen with
a diffraction-limited small spot of light because
water carries away the heat very effectively. On
the other hand, the light from an unfiltered
incandescent or arc source can rapidly heat up
the specimen under the microscope if the illumination covers a large area of the specimen.

The birefringence of the mitotic spindle (as
well as its shape) can be a sensitive thermometer that reflects the temperature of the specimen, which is otherwise quite difficult to monitor closely. At lower temperatures, the spindle
birefringence drops, while at higher (physiologically compatible) temperatures the birefringence rises (showing enhanced polymerization of tubulin) following a remarkably reproducible curve (Inoué et al., 1975; Nicklas,
1979).
Drying
With cells mounted between slide and
coverslip in an aqueous medium be especially
alert to drying and increased tonicity of the
medium. Valap (see UNIT 13.1) is an effective
material that can be applied to seal cells
mounted in aqueous solutions between the slide
and coverslip. The distribution of birefringence
in the spindle can indicate the tonicity of the
medium. In hypertonic media the chromosomal
spindle fibers tend to appear as sharp pencildrawn lines that converge sharply to the spindle
poles (a sign of poor health, although partially
reversible), while in less concentrated media,
they appear fluffier.
Bio-clean slides and coverslips
In preparing cells for long-term observations under a microscope, one needs to be
especially careful to prepare media with the
appropriate pH and degree of oxygenation, free
of heavy metals. It is especially important to
use glassware that is “biologically clean.” Since
the cells being observed under a microscope are
bathed in a very small volume of medium and
their surfaces contact a disproportionately large
area of the glass surface (and the concentration
of any contaminant can become exceptionally
high), the slide and coverslips in particular must
be bio-clean.
Bio-clean glassware should be free from soap
and detergent in addition to even minute amounts
of heavy metal, fixatives, and other toxic contaminants or residues that may have been left or
adsorbed onto the glass surface. Glassware (including slides and coverslips) and plasticware that
have been acquired new from suppliers (except
specially packaged pipet tips and capped centrifuge tubes, etc.) should not be assumed to be
bio-clean. Table 4.9.1 shows the sequence of
procedures used in the author’s laboratory for
preparing bio-clean glassware and slides and
coverslips (Lutz and Inoué, 1986).
Glassware once used with fixatives should
be separated by marking with clear, indelible F
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Table 4.9.1

Procedures for Bio-Cleaning Glassware (after Lutz and Inoué, 1986)

Step Procedure
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9a

Fill 500-ml beaker with hot tap water and enough detergent to make the solution sudsy.
Drop 30 to 50 slides or coverslips individually into the beaker. Try to position the
slides in a criss-cross arrangement in the beaker.
Soak for 15 to 30 min.
Place beaker in ultrasonic washer for 3 to 5 min.
Rinse many times in tap water to remove the majority of the detergent.
Using stainless-steel forceps, transfer slides or coverslips individually into another
beaker containing tap-distilled water. Repeat this individual transfer/rinse ten times.
Sonicate beaker 3 to 5 min before the last transfer.
Individually transfer slides or coverslips into a beaker containing glass-distilled water.
Repeat this ten times. Sonicate beaker for 3 to 5 min before the last transfer.
Individually transfer slides or coverslips into bioclean storage jars filled with 80%
ethanol for storage.
Before use, remove slide or coverslip from alcohol using clean forceps and wipe dry
with a Kimwipe folded twice (four thicknesses). Do not rub.

aIf possible, use a centrifuge (“Spin Dry” available from Technical Video) to avoid the possibility of lint associated

with Step 9.

marks, and not mixed with bio-clean glassware,
since it may be very difficult to get rid of some
ingredients of fixatives.
In addition to preparing bio-clean slides and
coverslips, keep their surfaces, as well as optical surfaces of the microscope that lie between
the polarizer and analyzer, free from birefringent dirt and dust particles. In particular, be
careful to prevent pieces of lint (including cellulose fibers, which often have birefringence
retardations close to a wavelength or more)
from falling on to, or becoming attached to, the
surfaces of slides and coverslips. Such fibers
can drastically lower the EF of the whole polarization optics and completely interfere with
observation of weak birefringence of intracellular structures. Since clean glass surfaces tend
to attract lint particles electrostatically, avoid
laying your slide or coverslip directly on a
bench top, or on the surface of the glass plate
that supports the specimen on a dissecting microscope. Instead, place the slide and coverslip
on a spacer, such as a fresh applicator stick bent
into a V shape, or prop it up by supporting one
end by a couple of millimeters off the surface.
Note that Kleenex and lens tissue used to wipe
the slide or coverslip can also be a source of
cellulose fibers. To avoid wiping, use a centrifuge to spin off the alcohol used for the final
rinse of the slide and coverslip (see Figures 3
to 11 in Inoué and Spring, 1997).
Grasshopper Ringer’s solution
Table 4.9.2 provides the composition of saline solutions that can be used for preparing the

grasshopper testes and for observing meiosis in
their spermatocytes for many hours (Nicklas et
al., 1979). Note that the final tonicity of the
medium (plus testicular fluid) may vary somewhat, depending in part on the atmospheric
humidity at the time the contents of the testicular lobe are streaked onto the coverslip. Thus,
Belar advises either breathing onto the preparation with one’s mouth wide open or blowing
with lips nearly closed, depending on whether
the preparation should be made more or less
dilute before sealing the preparation. As noted
before, the morphology and birefringence distribution in the spindles are, in fact, sensitive
indicators of the cell’s health and whether the
preparation is or is not appropriate for longterm observation of the division events.
Valap
Valap is a low-melting-point, nontoxic,
waxy material used for sealing coverslips.
Valap is made by simmering a 1:1:1 mixture of
vaseline, lanolin, and paraffin (using indirect
heat to prevent overheating or catching on fire)
for several hours (also see UNIT 13.1). Use of
beeswax instead of paraffin, or Valab, yields a
somewhat more adhesive sealant. A major advantage of these sealants is that they can be
applied directly to seal the edges of coverslips
covering wet specimens.
Valap and Valab can be applied either from
a melt using a small brush or with a warm
spatula or heating wire made by passing current
(e.g., from a low-voltage-microscope lamp
transformer) through an ∼5-inch length of U-
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shaped nichrome wire fastened to an insulated
holder such as an electric plug fixture (Fig.
4.9.11). Be careful not to pass too much current
through the heating wire (if it smokes, it is too
hot) since the sealant can spit, and small droplets of this highly birefringent aggregate that
land on the coverslip can ruin the extinction of
the polarization optical system.
After applying the sealant, examine all four
sides of the coverslip with a dissecting microTable 4.9.2

scope or magnifying glass to make sure that
there are no imperfect seals or pinholes, since
water evaporates rapidly from even a very small
hole in the seal.
Effect of fixation
Polarization microscopy, carried out on living cells that continue to divide, develop, or
otherwise undergo normal physiological or
developmental activities, provides a good

Composition of Insect Ringer Solutiona

Stock solutionb
500 mM PIPES
27 mM KCl
67.5 mM CaCl2
2.5 mM MgCl2
Adjust pH to 6.8 to 6.9 with 10 N NaOHc
aThis is the solution currently recommended by Nicklas et al. (1979) and supercedes the earlier formula

of Niklas (Nicklas and Staehly, 1967) as well as those of Belar (1929, footnotes on pp. 364 and 387). In
his 1929 artcile, Belar describes and illustrates with photographs of live cells the appearance of pseudopodia, chromosomes, and mitochondria of spermatocytes exposed to media with different degrees of
tonicity. He also warns that the preparation be kept from being heated by (the infrared rays from) the light
source. See Inoué, 1952b, for effect of temperature on the birefringence of spindle fibers (polymerization
of spindle microtubules), which serves as a sensitive intracellular thermometer.
bPrepare fresh in glass-distilled water each month and store in refrigerator.
cOn day of use, dilute 5 ml of stock solution to between 27 and 38 ml (start with 32 ml) with glass-distilled
water. The final optimum concentration depends on the extent of evaporation during culture preparation
and the physiological state of the animals; the required dilution usually does not change over a period of
a week or two.

100
~110v
AC
variac

microscope
lamp
transformer
nichrome wire
valap
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Figure 4.9.11 Electric heater for sealing coverslips with Valap. A 5-in.-long piece of ∼20-G
nichrome wire is bent as shown and attached, via a convenient handle (e.g., a two-pronged AC
plug), to a variable voltage transformer (e.g., one used to power a low voltage microscope lamp).
The melted Valap, that has formed a bridge by capillarity between the arms of the nichrome wire
loop, is transferred to and painted along the edges of the cover slip.
Current Protocols in Cell Biology

baseline for understanding the submicroscopic
organization and its changes in these cells. That
baseline is an important yardstick to heed in
considering whether the fine structure of the
cell has remained intact when one fixes a cell,
or tissue, in preparation for electron microscopy, cytochemistry, or other technique.
When the same cell loses, gains, or changes
its birefringence appreciably upon fixation, one
needs to wonder whether the fixation itself may
not have abolished, created, or altered the fine
structure of the cell component. Note that the
refractive index of the medium in which the fine
structure is immersed also affects the form
birefringence of the structure.
For example, prior to introduction of glutaraldehyde as a fixative, spindle and other
labile microtubules tended to disappear with
standard osmium fixation (Inoué, 1993). Even
with glutaraldehyde fixation, there is the possibility that not all of the labile microtubules
are preserved (Sato et al., 1975). Given the
preparative techniques used for electron microscopy today, we may still be unaware of the
loss in fine structural organization encountered by some of the cell’s labile filament or
membrane systems (e.g., see Burgos et al.,
2000).
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